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An endstation with two high-efficiency soft x-ray spectrographs was developed at Beamline 8.0.1
of the Advanced Light Source, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory. The endstation is capable
of performing soft x-ray absorption spectroscopy, emission spectroscopy, and, in particular, resonant
inelastic soft x-ray scattering (RIXS). Two slit-less variable line-spacing grating spectrographs are
installed at different detection geometries. The endstation covers the photon energy range from 80 to
1500 eV. For studying transition-metal oxides, the large detection energy window allows a simulta-
neous collection of x-ray emission spectra with energies ranging from the O K-edge to the Ni L-edge
without moving any mechanical components. The record-high efficiency enables the recording of
comprehensive two-dimensional RIXS maps with good statistics within a short acquisition time. By
virtue of the large energy window and high throughput of the spectrographs, partial fluorescence yield
and inverse partial fluorescence yield signals could be obtained for all transition metal L-edges includ-
ing Mn. Moreover, the different geometries of these two spectrographs (parallel and perpendicular
to the horizontal polarization of the beamline) provide contrasts in RIXS features with two different
momentum transfers. Published by AIP Publishing. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4977592]
I. INTRODUCTION
Third-generation synchrotron-based resonant inelastic
soft x-ray scattering (RIXS) has become a powerful tech-
nique for studying both fundamental physics and chemical
systems.1–4 RIXS can be viewed as a combination of coherent
absorption and emission processes.5,6 By varying the exci-
tation photon energy and studying the evolution of x-ray
emission spectra, RIXS can provide detailed insights into
the electronic structure, electronic correlations, as well as a
multitude of dynamic processes. Moreover, RIXS is explic-
itly a bulk-sensitive probe and can be employed for prob-
ing solid, liquid, and gaseous samples.7–10 However, due to
the very low fluorescence yield in the soft x-ray regime,
RIXS experiments often require high incident photon flux
a)Authors to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic
addresses: ychuang@lbl.gov and wlyang@lbl.gov.
to become feasible, which is one of the reasons why RIXS
became practical only with the advent of high-brightness
third-generation synchrotron radiation sources. The soft
x-ray fluorescence (SXF) endstation at Beamline 8.0.1 and
the AXIS endstation at Beamline 7.0.1 with Rowland-circle
spectrometers at the Advanced Light Source (ALS) were the
first generation of endstations dedicated to soft x-ray RIXS
spectroscopy.11,12 Over the past two decades, considerable
efforts have been made to improve the RIXS performance in
terms of detection efficiency13 and energy resolving power.14
These new spectrograph designs utilize variable line-spacing
(VLS) gratings to achieve much improved detection effi-
ciency, energy resolution, and flexibility in general.15–24 The
resulting high energy resolution RIXS spectrographs, such
as SAXES operated at the ADRESS beamline of the Swiss
Light Source14,21 and the SXE spectrometer at BL07LSU in
Spring-8, Japan,24 have been extensively used in fundamental
physics studies.3
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While the energy resolution of RIXS has been greatly
improved through these instrumentation developments, and
studies of low energy excitations in highly correlated physics
have been enabled and demonstrated extensively, RIXS
remains a photon hungry technique and is limited by its
low detection efficiency for studying many technological
materials, especially those suffering radiation damage effects
and/or under in situ/operando conditions. A low-energy (up
to 650 eV) high-throughput VLS spectrograph was commis-
sioned at the ALS in 2007,13 which allows the collection of
entire RIXS “maps” (maps of emission intensity as a function
of both emission and excitation energies).13,25 The enhanced
RIXS detection efficiency of this spectrograph has demon-
strated great potentials in studying materials for biological
and energy applications under in situ conditions.7,26,27 How-
ever, because many technologically important materials are
based on 3d transition-metal (TM) compounds, extending the
energy range of high throughput spectrographs to cover all
3d transition-metal L-edges has become a pressing demand
for understanding and optimizing the properties of such
materials.
We have therefore developed the high-throughput in situ
resonant inelastic x-ray scattering (iRIXS) endstation at the
ALS. The iRIXS endstation features two slit-less VLS spec-
trographs with different priorities on efficiencies, resolving
powers, and detection geometries, both featuring a wide oper-
ation energy range up to 1500 eV. These two spectrographs use
the same focused synchrotron beam spot as the source, which
is produced by a dedicated bendable refocus soft x-ray mir-
ror assembly just upstream of iRIXS. The system incorporates
the in situ sample environment reported previously.28,29 This
article presents the design and performance of the iRIXS end-
station, with examples of soft x-ray absorption spectroscopy
(sXAS) collected in four different modes, soft x-ray emission
spectroscopy (XES), and large energy-range RIXS maps of
transition-metal L-edges and the carbon K-edge.
II. THE iRIXS ENDSTATION
A CAD drawing of the iRIXS endstation at Beamline
8.0.1 of the ALS is shown in Fig. 1. iRIXS has two high-
throughput VLS soft x-ray spectrographs mounted at different
angles relative to the incident x-ray beam. The spectrograph
that offers higher resolution (hrRIXS) is mounted 90◦ to the
incident photon beam direction, and the high-throughput spec-
trograph (htRIXS) is installed at back-scattering geometry
with an angle of 160◦ relative to the incident photon direc-
tion. The two spectrographs with different parameters and
detection geometries offer the opportunities for various sXAS,
XES, and RIXS experiments, which will be discussed in more
detail.
Both spectrographs use the same refocused beam spot on
the sample as the source (≤25 µm in the vertical direction),
which is produced by a bendable mirror located just 0.6 m
upstream of iRIXS.30,31 The gold-coated refocus mirror with
dimensions of 200 mm (L) × 20 mm (W) × 7 mm (H) is
fabricated from GlidCop AL-15. This mirror has leaf-spring
benders on both ends that can be adjusted by motorized linear
feedthroughs to change the curvature to compensate the
FIG. 1. A CAD drawing showing the iRIXS endstation at Beamline 8.0.1 at
the Advanced Light Source (ALS), Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
(LBNL).
moving source point (beamline exit slit). The mirror assembly
can also be pitched to change the deflection angle for beam-
based optimization. All motions are encoded with optical
encoders for positional references. Besides these two VLS
spectrographs, the characterization chamber is also equipped
with standard sXAS detectors (a channeltron and a multi-
channel plate detector). The ultra-high vacuum manipulator
inside the characterization chamber has three translational and
three rotational degrees of freedom. The temperature of the
sample stage can be varied between 20 and 700 K. The sam-
ple stage is compatible with in situ sample environment setups
that have been demonstrated previously.28,29 A separate load-
lock chamber with an independent pumping system is used
for fast sample loading without compromising the vacuum of
the characterization chamber. The direct photon flux from the
beamline monochromator is 1013 photons per second focused
to a 100 µm × 100 µm spot.11 In our RIXS measurement
condition in this manuscript, the photon flux on the sample is
about 1012 photons per second after the refocus optics at the
energy range of 500–1000 eV (using different monochromator
gratings).
The schematic of the slit-less VLS spectrograph is shown
in Fig. 2. It consists of three major elements: a spherical
pre-mirror, a plane VLS grating, and a CCD detector. This
FIG. 2. Schematic illustration of the optical design of a slit-less VLS
spectrograph.
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TABLE I. Optical parameters of the htRIXS spectrograph that includes two sets of spherical mirrors and VLS plane gratings in order to cover both the low
energy (80-550 eV) and high energy (450-1500 eV) range. The thickness of the mirrors is 12 mm and the thickness of the VLS gratings is 15 mm. The optical
parameters of the hrRIXS spectrograph are also presented for a direct comparison.
HtRIXS
Low energy High energy HrRIXS33
Mirror: Dimensions 20 × 80 mm2 20 × 80 mm2 90 × 90 mm2
Distance (r1) 400 mm 399.36 mm 900 mm
Angle (α) 4.3◦ 2.412◦ 2◦
Radius of curvature 8420.01 mm 14982.2 mm 29472 mm
Grating: Dimensions 20 × 120 mm2 20 × 120 mm2 90 × 100 mm2
Distance (r2) 105 mm 105 mm 100 mm
Distance (r3) 1392.1 mm 1392.1 mm 1100 mm
Angle (β) 2.2694◦ 1.1459◦ 1.5◦
Angle (ϕ) Adjustable Adjustable Adjustable
Blaze angle 2.0307◦ 1.2134◦ N/A
Central groove density a0 = 600 lines/mm a0 = 900 lines/mm a0 = 2400 lines/mm
VLS parameters a1 = 0.859031 lines/mm2 a1 = 1.29154 lines/mm2 a1 = 4.35259 lines/mm2
a2 = 4.08416 × 104 lines/mm3 a2 = 8.84197 × 104 lines/mm3 a2 = 0.005757 lines/mm3
a3 = 4.52801 × 108 lines/mm4 a3 = 3.62557 × 107 lines/mm4 a3 = 0.000007 lines/mm4
Rule density (lines/mm) n(x) = a0 + a1x1 + a2x2 + a3x3
Detector: Dimensions 27.6 × 27.6 mm2
Pixel dimensions 13.5 × 13.5 µm2
Throughput: Acceptance angle 12.4 × 14.5 mrad2 6.3 × 14.5 mrad2 2.6 × 14.5 mrad2
Resolving power 1938–1228 1142–854 8000–3000
(1st order energy) (115 eV–174 eV) (438 eV–877 eV) (200 eV–1000 eV)
configuration has advantages towards improving the spectro-
graph efficiency by generating a focal plane normal to the
optical axis, allowing the use of the CCD detector in normal
incidence geometry to yield optimal quantum efficiency.20,32
In addition, the refocused x-ray beam spot on the sample is
used as the source, which alleviates the need for an entrance
slit. This slit-less operation greatly improves the acceptance
angle of the spectrograph and increases the throughput without
compromising the energy resolution.
The most important optical design parameters for both
htRIXS and hrRIXS spectrographs are summarized in Table I,
while more details of the hrRIXS (replica of the modular
x-ray spectrograph for the qRIXS endstation at the ALS) can
be found in Ref. 33. For htRIXS, several parameters were
designed as a compromise that improves the RIXS detection
efficiency while maintaining adequate energy resolution. The
htRIXS spectrograph is designed to work in inner (positive)
diffraction order geometry. It has two sets of spherical mir-
rors and plane VLS gratings for covering the low energy (LE)
(80-550 eV) and high energy (HE) (450-1500 eV) ranges,
respectively. The inner order operation leads to high efficiency
and a large energy window on the CCD detector. The grazing
incident angle of the mirror, 4.3◦ for LE and 2.4◦ for HE, is
optimized to maximize the merit function M(α)= α·R2(α),
where α is the grazing incidence angle that is related to the
photon collection solid angle and R(α) is the angle-dependent
reflectivity (reflections from the mirror and the grating). Note
that a larger grazing incidence angle than the ideal value is
selected for the HE design to simplify the process of aligning
the optics. A low central ruling density of the VLS gratings,
600 lines/mm for LE and 900 lines/mm for HE, is selected
to improve the overall grating efficiency. To increase the
collection solid angle, the optics are mounted as close to the
source point as possible. The distance from the mirror center
to the sample spot at the center of the iRIXS characterization
chamber is about 400 mm. Because of the different angles
for the LE and HE optics, the two spherical mirrors are off-
set and mounted with two different rotational axes (Fig. 3).
This leads to a different distance from the source (sample) to
the mirrors, namely, 400.00 mm for LE and 399.36 mm for
FIG. 3. A picture showing the internal construction of the htRIXS spectro-
graph that includes two sets of spherical mirrors and VLS plane gratings. The
two mirrors are offset to compensate the different beam paths for low- and
high-energy photons.
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FIG. 4. The source limit and the CCD
pixel limit of the resolving power as a
function of the 1st order photon energy
for the htRIXS spectrograph. The beam
spot is 25 µm and the pixel size of the
CCD detector is 13.5µm. A minimum of
3.5 pixels is considered to define a peak.
The resolving power of the spectrograph
is limited by the CCD pixel size.
HE. The CCD detector is rotatable around the grating center
(angle ϕ) to change the detector energy window. The distance
from the CCD to the grating (r3) can be adjusted for calibration
purposes. The angles of mirror and gratings can be changed
separately using linear feedthroughs mounted on the lid of
the optics chamber, and the angles are recorded by in-vacuum
linear variable differential transformers (LVDTs). During the
normal operations, these angles will be kept constant. The cal-
culated resolving power for both low energy and high energy
optical sets of the hrRIXS spectrograph is shown in Fig. 4. In
this figure, both source limit and detector pixel limit are plotted
as a function of the first order photon energy. The beam spot
is 25 µm and the pixel size of the CCD detector is 13.5 µm.
A minimum of 3.5 pixels is considered to define a peak. It is
shown that the resolving power of the hrRIXS spectrograph is
limited by the CCD pixel size.
III. XES AND RIXS MAP OF LiNi0.33Co0.33Mn0.33O2
(NCM)
To demonstrate the potential of the iRIXS endstation,
with its large energy window and high throughput, for soft
x-ray emission spectroscopy, Fig. 5 shows the XES spectra
of LiNi0.33Co0.33Mn0.33O2 (NCM) with 900 eV excitation
FIG. 5. XES spectra of LiNi0.33Co0.33Mn0.33O2 (NCM) collected using two
VLS spectrographs (excitation energy of 900 eV). The acquisition time (from
top to bottom) is 10 and 60 s with htRIXS and 60 and 300 s with hrRIXS,
respectively. For easy comparison, the intensity of the 10 s and 300 s spectra has
been rescaled by the factor of 6 and 1/5, respectively. The relatively stronger
noise level in the 60S hrRIXS spectrum could be due to the difference on the
CCD readout noise and/or cosmic ray reduction process.
energy. NCM is one of the promising electrode materials for
energy storage that is under scrutiny by both academic and
industrial researchers.34 Additionally, NCM is a multi-element
system with equal amounts of three different transition met-
als. Here, we use NCM as a model system and study pristine
NCM powder that is free of the widely known surface Mn2+
phase.35 For Fig. 5, four XES spectra were taken using both
spectrographs in iRIXS with different acquisition times, from
top to bottom: 10 and 60 s with htRIXS and 60 and 300 s with
hrRIXS, respectively. Both spectrographs can cover the pho-
ton energy range from the O K-edge (540 eV) to the Ni L-edge
(850 eV) without any mechanical movement. All XES spectra
exhibit strong peaks from the O 2p-1s transition and the Mn,
Co, and Ni 3d-2p transitions. These XES spectra represent the
occupied electronic states near the Fermi level, in particular,
O 2p and Mn, Co, and Ni 3d states, which are responsible
for the physical and chemical properties of NCM. Interest-
ingly, due to the large energy window of the spectrograph,
the 3s-2p transitions could be observed simultaneously for the
transition-metals (Fig. 5).
Since all transitions were recorded simultaneously with-
out moving any mechanical component in the spectrographs,
the difference in the relative intensities is intrinsic to the sam-
ple under study and is related to the elemental composition,
the photon attenuation lengths, the efficiency of the spectrom-
eter for the given energy, and the fluorescence yield of the
different transitions.36 The intensity behavior of these peaks
is thus a complex function of a variety of parameters. Nev-
ertheless, by using reference materials, tabulated attenuation
lengths,37 and a self-consistent quantification (taking self-
absorption effects into account), a (semi-)quantitative picture
of the elemental composition in the surface-near bulk can be
obtained. Such insights can be favorably combined with more
surface-sensitive information obtained by x-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS) and can furthermore also be derived under
in situ or operando conditions (when employing suitable cells
and membranes). Note that based on the intensity contrast
between the two spectrographs as shown in Fig. 5, the htRIXS
spectrograph has the efficiency roughly two times higher than
that of the hrRIXS spectrograph in this energy range.
The high throughput of the spectrographs makes it prac-
tical to collect RIXS maps of transition-metal L-edges with
fine excitation energy steps and within a reasonably short
time. Additionally, the large energy window of the spectro-
graph allows us to obtain two different types of absorption
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FIG. 6. (a) 2D RIXS map of LiNi0.33Co0.33Mn0.33O2 (NCM) displayed against the excitation (vertical axis) and emission (horizontal axis) photon energy. The
map was collected using the hrRIXS spectrograph while varying the excitation x-ray photon energy across the Mn L2,3-edge. (b) Four different types of x-ray
absorption spectra of NCM at the Mn L2,3-edge: total fluorescence yield (TFY), partial fluorescence yield (PFY), inverse partial fluorescence yield (iPFY), and
total electron yield (TEY). Among them, PFY and iPFY were obtained by integrating the 2D RIXS map in different ranges of emission photon energy.
spectra, partial fluorescence yield (PFY) and inverse partial
fluorescence yield (iPFY),31,32 which makes use of the mul-
tiple emission features in the RIXS map with a large energy
window, for example, the Mn L2,3-edge RIXS and O K-edge
XES as elaborated below.
Figs. 6–8 display the 2D RIXS maps of NCM with excita-
tion photon energies at Mn L2,3-edge, Co L3-edge, and Ni L3-
edge, respectively. The Mn L2,3-edge map (Fig. 6) was taken
in about 3 h, and the Co and Ni L3-edge maps (Figs. 7 and 8)
were each collected in about 2 h. As shown in Fig. 6(a), the 2D
RIXS map at the Mn L2,3-edge (vertical axis) consists of three
main regions. These are (from high to low emission energy)
the Mn L2,3-edge RIXS, the Mn-L2,3/M1 XES, and the O-K
XES. One can see that the Mn L2,3-edge RIXS signals consist
of energy-loss features (Mn 3d-3d orbital excitations) that are
parallel to the elastic line, as well as “normal” fluorescence
features that have fixed emission energies (vertical stripes
in the map). Note that the interpretation of transition-metal
RIXS maps can provide abundant insights into the chemical
valence, symmetry, coordination, spin states, charge transfer,
and electronic excitations of the material.2
Moreover, the Mn L2,3-edge PFY sXAS spectrum can
be extracted by integrating the intensity in this RIXS map
between emission energies of 620 and 660 eV, and the iPFY
spectrum is the inverse of the integration of the O-K XES
window (between 510 and 540 eV).31,32 Both Mn L2,3-edge
PFY and iPFY spectra are displayed, together with the total
electron yield (TEY) and total fluorescence yield (TFY) spec-
tra collected simultaneously through other absorption signal
channels, in Fig. 6(b). TFY spectra generally suffer from self-
absorption and saturation effects, which can cause distortions
of the spectral lineshape.38,39 In contrast, the iPFY is a truly
bulk probe without such distortions. We would like to point
out that silicon drift detectors (SDDs), typically used for PFY
and iPFY measurements, have an energy resolution of about
100 eV that is too poor for resolving elements with close emis-
sion energies, e.g., Mn and O as in the present case.31,32 The
VLS spectrographs presented here have a much higher energy
resolution, so that the iPFY and PFY of the Mn L2,3-edge
could be reliably extracted from the RIXS map as a “byprod-
uct” without any problem. For RIXS maps at the Co and Ni
L3-edges, we cut out the Co and Ni emission regions (Figs. 7(b)
and 8(b)) and the O-K XES “responses” (Figs. 7(a) and
8(a)). In all transition-metal RIXS maps, energy loss features
parallel to the elastic lines and the normal emission features at
fixed emission energy can be seen and distinguished. Again,
FIG. 7. 2D RIXS maps of LiNi0.33Co0.33Mn0.33O2 (NCM) with the emission photon energies at the O K-edge (a) and Co L3-edge (b), respectively. The two 2D
maps were collected simultaneously using the hrRIXS spectrograph (same as Fig. 6) while varying the excitation x-ray photon energy across the Co L3-edge.
(c) Four different x-ray absorption spectra of NCM at the Co L3-edge, including TFY, PFY, iPFY, and TEY. PFY and iPFY were obtained by integrating the 2D
RIXS map in different emission photon energy ranges.
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FIG. 8. 2D RIXS maps of LiNi0.33Co0.33Mn0.33O2 (NCM) with the emission photon energies at the O K-edge (a) and the Ni L3-edge (b), respectively. The two
2D maps were collected simultaneously using the hrRIXS spectrograph (same as Fig. 6) while varying the excitation x-ray photon energy across the Ni L3-edge.
(c) Four different x-ray absorption spectra of NCM at the Ni L3-edge, including TFY, PFY, iPFY, and TEY. PFY and iPFY were obtained by integrating the 2D
RIXS map in different emission photon energy ranges.
different types of sXAS spectra are extracted from the associ-
ated RIXS maps and plotted in Figs. 7(c) and 8(c).
IV. RIXS OF HOPG WITH DIFFERENT DETECTION
GEOMETRY
Figs. 9 and 10 show the RIXS maps of HOPG at the
carbon K-edge, measured with the hrRIXS and htRIXS spec-
trographs, respectively. In both figures, the sXAS spectra
are displayed in panel (a) and the RIXS maps are displayed
in two different formats: the 2D image (panel (b)) and the
stacked RIXS spectra with different excitation photon ener-
gies (panel (c)). The spectra collected with excitation energies
of 285.3 eV (pi∗), 291.6 eV (σ∗ exciton), and 292.8 eV (σ∗)
are highlighted black in panel (c), as well as indicated by the
dashed lines in panels (a) and (b). The incident x-ray beam is
45◦ relative to the sample surface normal, while the emitted
x-ray photons are detected at 90◦ (Fig. 9) and 160◦ (Fig. 10)
relative to the incident photon beam.
Each RIXS map consists of 60 RIXS spectra with excita-
tion energies spanning the C K-edge (horizontal cut). In this
energy range, the htRIXS spectrograph has significantly higher
efficiency than the hrRIXS spectrograph: the acquisition time
for each emission spectrum is 3 min for hrRIXS and 10 s for
htRIXS. Compared with the htRIXS data, the hrRIXS result
shows significantly improved energy resolution. The resolu-
tion of the hrRIXS spectrograph is limited by the physical
resolution limit of the CCD pixels, which is about 13.5 µm.40
In addition, compared with the old SXF spectrometer of the
same beamline, the efficiency of the htRIXS spectrograph at
the C-K edge is increased by 100 times, and its resolution is
about 1.5 times higher (Table I).41
The dispersive features observed in these RIXS maps are
in agreement with previous results of HOPG.13,41 These fea-
tures arise from interband transitions in graphite.42 Here we
focus on the contrast between the data collected with hrRIXS
and htRIXS spectrographs at different detection geometries.
First, the relative intensity of the elastic peak is much higher
in Fig. 9 than in Fig. 10, which is likely due to the specular
geometry in the measurement. Second, the inelastic feature as
indicated by the white arrows at 284-285 eV excitation energy
(vertical axis) and 282-283 eV emission energy (horizontal
axis) corresponds to the critical “Dirac cone” at the K-point
of the Brillouin zone of HOPG,41,42 which is also the central
topic of recent studies on graphene and topological insula-
tors.43 Compared with Fig. 9, which is generally consistent
with the previous observations in the same detection geome-
try,41 this critical RIXS feature is much enhanced in Fig. 10
and, in particular, has a very different shape. While the feature
in Fig. 10 appears to be parallel to the elastic line, the feature
FIG. 9. (a) Carbon K-edge soft x-ray
absorption spectrum (sXAS) and ((b)
and (c)) RIXS map of HOPG collected
using the hrRIXS spectrograph. The
incident x-ray is 45◦ relative to the sur-
face normal and the emitted x-rays are
detected at 90◦ from the incident beam.
The emission spectra with excitation
energies of 285.3 eV (pi∗), 291.6 eV (σ∗
exciton), and 292.8 eV (σ∗) are high-
lighted black in panel (c) and denoted by
black dashed lines in panels (a) and (b).
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FIG. 10. Carbon K-edge sXAS (a) and
RIXS map ((b) and (c)) of HOPG col-
lected using the htRIXS spectrograph.
The incident x-ray is 45◦ relative to the
surface normal and the emitted x-ray
is detected at 160◦ from the incident
beam. The emission spectra with excita-
tion energies of 285.3 eV (pi∗), 291.6 eV
(σ∗ exciton), and 292.8 eV (σ∗) are high-
lighted black in panel (c) and denoted by
black dashed lines in panels (a) and (b).
in Fig. 9 disperses in the opposite direction, i.e., towards the
elastic line for decreasing excitation energies. While the latter
effect can be assigned to dispersion in a (ground state) band
structure description,11 the former suggests an interpretation
in a Raman-type description: the energy separation between
the feature and the elastic line (1.9 eV) can be associated with
a characteristic energy loss, such as a band gap in a region
of k-space different from the K point. We suggest that this
difference is due to the different momentum transfer between
the incoming and outgoing photons for the hrRIXS and the
htRIXS spectrograph geometries.3,42 The detailed and theo-
retical interpretation of the RIXS maps is obviously not in the
scope of this instrumentation article, but we would like to note
that the data contrast of the model HOPG system here demon-
strates the capability of the iRIXS endstation to tackle the
critical electronic states through RIXS with different detection
geometries.
V. CONCLUSION
We have described the design and performance of the new
iRIXS endstation at Beamline 8.0.1 of the ALS. The endsta-
tion features two high-efficiency VLS spectrographs that are
dedicated for soft x-ray RIXS experiments. They cover a wide
energy range (from 80 to 1500 eV) that gives rise to new exper-
imental opportunities. For example, both spectrographs allow
the collection of emission spectra (without any mechanical
motion) that cover the range from the O K-edge to the Ni L-
edge (500–900 eV). This opens up the opportunity for a fast
and (semi-)quantitative analysis of a large variety of technolog-
ical materials (such as transition metal oxides). In particular,
such studies are now possible in suitably designed in situ and
operando cells.
Combining the continuously adjustable photon energy
from the synchrotron light source with the high-efficiency,
wide-energy-range x-ray spectrographs, we are now able to
collect detailed RIXS maps of all 3d-transition-metal L-edges
covering the full absorption-edge energy range within a rea-
sonably short time. Here, we have presented the 2D RIXS maps
of the three transition metals in LiNi0.33Co0.33Mn0.33O2, a bat-
tery electrode compound. In addition to the well-distinguished
d-d excitations and the fluorescence decay of valence states in
the transition-metal RIXS data, PFY and iPFY spectra were
obtained simultaneously from the RIXS map by virtue of the
large energy window of the spectrograph detector. While it is
not our intention to compare the energy resolution with that
of the conventional SDD, we would like to mention that the
high efficiency RIXS provides the opportunities for collect-
ing iPFY data of TMs with features too broad to be distin-
guished with the SDD, for example, the Mn L-edge iPFY of
oxides as shown in this manuscript. Moreover, the two spec-
trographs are mounted at different geometries relative to the
incident photon beam, which leads to different momentum
transfers for the RIXS spectra collected by these two spec-
trographs. We show that an interesting contrast on the critical
Dirac cone feature of the HOPG is revealed by comparing
the RIXS maps collected with these two spectrographs. In
general, we conclude that the iRIXS system at the ALS is
a unique RIXS experimental endstation with ultra-high detec-
tion efficiency, wide detection energy window, and two spe-
cific detection geometries for studying both the fundamental
physics and application-related properties of modern material
systems.
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